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Imperial Skirmish Force (1657–60)

NOTES:

Special Rules
Military Drill, This is Not Our War!, Damn This Country!

+1 FSP for Colonel
instead of 				
+1 FSP for a Major . If the skirmish force includes at least 7 companies you
may take the major for free.					
* You may replace up to 2 cuirassier companies from the skirmish force base
with dragoon companies of equal strength and skill. Dragoon companies may
be increased to three bases.				
+1 FSP for 3 bases of any cavalry (cuirassiers or dragoons)			
* Single-base companies may not operate independently – they must be joined
into Squadrons with other companies (Squadrons must be at least
2 bases strong).
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* Up to half of your cuirassiers may have arquebuses. If none of your companies
have arquebuses you may replace a single-base cuirassier company from the
base of the skirmish force with a two-base company.		
* You may exchange any amount of cuirassiers for armored cuirassiers.
The cost depends on the number of bases you want to exchange: 0-3 bases:
0 FSP, 4-6 bases: 1FSP, +1 FSP for every additional 4-base group.
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- Pistols
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Some cuirassier companies may have armor: breast and
back plates, helmets (Armor: 6) – see Army Lists for details.
Some companies may be equipped with arquebuses – see
Army Lists for details.

3.

Use figures from IMP-2, IMP-5 and IMP-7 sets, you can mix
them with SWE-1, SWE-2, SWE-3 and SWE-4 (accordingly
to the equipment option of choice).
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Dragoon

Mounted
dragoons
Mounted
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Dismounted
dragoons
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Half-musket

veteran dragoons

1.

Use figures from BRA-3 and SWE-9 sets.
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Special rules
Military Drill

The Swedish army was famous for its discipline and ability to maneuver on the battlefield.
All Units in the Regiment/Skirmish Force (excluding artillery) can perform one additional
Special Maneuver when given a Defense order. This Maneuver is free so in total they can
perform 2 Special Maneuvers and shoot.

This is Not Our War!

Imperial forces fighting in Poland and Denmark suffered from a high number of desertions. Especially if a unit was stationed in one place for a longer time (garrison duty,
siege operations) its strength was depleted greatly and deserters often enlisted in the
Polish, Danzig or even Swedish armies.
Skirmish level
Before the battle begins (after the figures are deployed) check the level of desertion. Roll
4 dice (if the Skirmish Force Commander has Command Points
) or 3 dice (if the
Skirmish Force Commander has Command Points
) against the Skirmish Force
Commander’s Skill. Each failed test means 1 desertion (point of losses). Then allocate
those losses amongst your Units. Not more than two points may be allocated per Unit.
These losses cannot be removed by Ordering the Units (they must be marked with a special token).

Damn This Country!

Despite having numerous cavalry and dragoons, the Imperial corps often had difficulties
with reconnoitering terrain and enemy intentions.
The value of Imperial Reconnaissance is decreased by 2 points.
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